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completed it Thursday 6th August - it was a very long
day that covered 235 very bumpy miles, then
bugger me you announce a Welsh version that will
involve me covering 267 miles. Oh hum!”
We have several more stories of people’s attempts
at both rides, which will be published in future issues.
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Editor Geoff McGladdery

Wednesday, August 19th – H&H “Live-on-line” classic
motorcycle auction.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events listed here are expected
to take place, but there is absolutely no guarantee
that they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Sunday 5th July – Sunday 30th August. - THE
COMPASS RIDE –
Starting and finishing from his Wolverhampton
home, “Herefordshire on the Edge” Gold medallist,
Colin Durnall, scored a “Compass” Gold on his
faithful 1937 350cc P&M Red Panther.

Despite encountering a couple of problems with
waypoint information, I think he enjoyed his day. “I

Rotary with less than 7,000 miles on the clock
changed hands for £25,874.

Please note all comments and statistics relate to VMCC
eligible machines – registered before Jan 1st 1994. A small
number of machines outside of this definition were
included in the sale.

The most disappointing H&H sale of the post COVID
era, with a small catalogue of just 34 machines and
a modest “sold” rate of 59%. Perhaps the huge
Bonham’s sale of the previous week had an impact,
or the upcoming Charterhouse sale on Aug 27th is
keeping bidders away? The glut of auctions in
August and September will undoubtedly have had
an impact, but perhaps the H&H combination of
monthly sales with the “Live-on-line” format is not
quite what the market is looking for.
LOCATION AND RESERVES
Unrealistic reserves are still to be seen, but are much
less of a feature in today’s climate. The location of
some lots (buyers are responsible for collection) may
well have an impact too. These two machines ably
illustrate the point. H&H offered a 1922 Royal Enfield
“V” Twin 8hp Model 180 Combination with an
auction estimate of £17,000 - £19,000, but it was
located in Italy. A similar Enfield “V” twin 8HP
combination, located in the UK, was sold for a
modest £14,160 at the previous week’s Bonham’s
auction. The outcome was inevitable and the H&H
machine remained unsold. The laws of supply and
demand may also have come into play – just how
many early ‘20s Enfield “V” twin combinations can
the market support in 5 days?
TOP PRICES FOR NORTONS
Even though total sales only reached £157k, it
wasn’t all doom and gloom, with some good
machinery finding new owners for sensible money.
The two highest prices were paid for Nortons. This
handsome, race-bred, matching numbers 1990 F1

Authenticated as one of the 4 machines displayed
at the 1990 NEC show, it didn’t seem a lot to pay for
a well-maintained low mileage piece of history.

Roll the clock back a further 60 years and Norton’s
flagship CS1was the thing to own. This immaculate
4-speed example left the factory in 1930 and was
almost certainly raced until it was road registered in
1934. In immaculate condition and in the same
ownership since 1960, you would have to go a long
way to find a better one. For just £25,300, it would
guarantee to turn heads at next year’s Banbury.
VMCC CHAIRMAN SPLASHES OUT!
This tired, but complete 175cc CZ, said to be preWWII, found the perfect partner. VMCC Chairman
and CZ devotee Bob Clark parted company with

£3,680 to become its new owner. Good to see that
it’s not all just words at the Club’s top table.

A sprinkling of top quality classic race machines with
excellent pedigrees spiced up the catalogue and
stood out from the more usual lots.
George Beale, a director at rival H&H for several
years, has joined with Charterhouse to offer his
unique knowledge of racing machinery and his
influence in this auction was plain to see.
George has worn many hats in his long and illustrious
association with motor cycling - Yamaha dealer,
Team Sponsor, Race Series organiser and creator of
some of the best racing replicas ever seen. His 1969
Benelli 4 recreation (facsimilie?) was impressive, but
was topped by the amazing Honda RC174 replica
from 1969.

title. Jock and Benga really lifted the profile of UK
sidecar racing for a period, with their pop star
image, Benga’s weird “stiff-leg” style and their
blistering speed.
Sadly at just 28 years of age, Jock was killed in an
accident at the 1982 Finnish Grand Prix held at the
dangerous Imatra circuit. Jock slid off the road and
crashed into a telegraph pole, finishing in a ditch.
He was being removed fom the wreckage by the
emergency services when another outfit slid off the
road at the same point, Taylor didn’t survive the
second impact and the racing world was a poorer
place.

My CZ sources relaibly inform me that Bob snapped
up this rare bike at a bargain price.

If you prefer your race bikes to have just the 2
wheels, You could have bought Charlie Williams’
1975 Junior TT winning Maxton TZ350. With well
documented provenance and a Grand Prix history,
this TZ seemed cheap at £22,750.

All prices quoted here, include hammer price, plus
12.5% buyers commission plus 20% VAT on that
commission. H&H does not include this VAT element
in the full results, which you can find on the H&H
website.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction-results/?y=9999
Thursday August 27th - Charterhouse “Live-on-Line”
auction of Classic and Vintage motorcycles.

Most notable racing machine in the sale was Jock
Taylor’s 1980 TZ powered Windle, the machine on
which Jock and Benga Johansson won the World

All above prices include buyers’ commision (an eye
watering 25%!) and VAT. You can see the full results
https://www.charterhouseauction.com/motorcycle-sale-catalogue

Tuesday Sep 1st – breakfast “Ride-in” to Molly's café,
Symonds Yat West, HR9 6BZ – opens at 10:00.
Started badly – ended well! Molly’s café was firmly
shut and it was impossible to wipe the smiles of the
faces of those section members enjoying the
sunshine and my embarassment. I know who you
are!
We quickly found an excellent alternative venue –
The Potting shed at Whitchurch – just ½ mile away. I
think most people made it there, but if anyone
didn’t, please accept my humble apologies. A
good turnout enjoyed excellent (if slightly
expensive) food in very pleasant surroundings. The
China teapot and the cup and saucer were not
what we normaly find on our ride-ins, but were
appreciated.
There was a good turnout with – as ever – some
interesting bikes. Tom Welch’s home brewed trials
bike stole the show – a triumph of function over form.

The bike is basically a Crusader with a Villiers Turbo
twin 250 motor. The tank, seat and various other
parts were, according to Tom, found on the garage
floor. It will be seen in the hands of one of his sons in
Long Distance Classic Trails like the Wyegate.
Rob Bevan made a rare appearance and on a rare
bike too. His 1955 Triumph Trophy looks very original
and in the same condition as Rob owned it for the
first time 40 years ago.

FUTURE AND CONTINUING EVENTS

It even had one of the fifties favourite off-road
accessories – a nail catcher. No ISDT bike was
complete without one. I am envious!

Sunday 9th August – Sunday 27th September. - THE
CWMPAS RIDE.
There is still plenty of
time
to
attempt
CWMPAS. Pin badges
and helmet/tool box
stickers
will
be
awarded to all finishers
plus certificates for
those
achieving
a
“medal” standard. The
cost to enter is £0 (yes
zero!).
Thursday Sep 3rd – Club night (West) - The Greyhound
Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR –
7:30 p.m. onwards. As per VMCC guidance, we
can’t call this a club night in case too many people
from too many households turn up………BUT, there is

nothing to stop anyone turning up at the Greyhound
on that date at that time. Who knows, you may even
bump into some like-minded souls.
Tuesday Sep 8th - Brunch ride-in from 11:00 onwards
- Seasons Café , Caersws SY17 5SA. Just meet up for
Brunch (morning coffee if you prefer), choose your
own route there and back. If you are planning to use
the B4355 (one of the best roads in Mid-Wales),
check before you set off. Due to storm damage in
August, there has been a major closure between
Lloyney and Beguildy.
PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A CHANGE FROM THE
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED VENUE AT DEVIL’S BRIDGE
Thursday Sep 10th – “From Kington to Knighton - MidWales and the Borders ride” – meet at 10:00 for 10:30
- The Cattle shed cafe, Penrhos Court, A44, Kington
HR5 3LH.
A mixture of lanes and fast flowing empty “A” roads.
Crossing the Wye at Erwood and over the unfenced
hill roads of the Eppynt then onwards to Cwm Owen
and Garth. Stopping at Llandrindod Wells for coffee
before finishing at JD's cafe Broad Street, Knighton,
LD7 1DL, for a late lunch. 78 glorious Mid-Wales miles.
Not to be missed.
Wednesday, Sep 16th – H&H “Live-on-line” classic
motorcycle auction.
Perhaps these auctions are beginning to run out of
steam. “Are they happening too frequently?” “Are
there no more machines left to be consigned?” “Are
there just too many auctions at the moment?” Who
knows, but, a little over 2 weeks from sale date
remain and there are only 2 machines listed, along
with a few interesting Velocette projects. You can
see the full catalogue here.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction-calendar/
Saturday Sept 19th – Ross-on-Wye Livestock Centre,
HR9 7QQ – gates open officialy at 09:00 a.m.
After a deeply frustrating year for autojumble fans,
they are slowly returning. John Harding has
confirmed that this event will take place. There will

be appropriate COVID precautions in place and
there are no indoor stalls.
If you wish to book a stall, contact John Harding on
01989 750731. You might also want to follow the
facebook page for any last minute information.
https://en-gb.facebook.com/South-MidlandsAutojumble-454079101421891/
Sunday Sep 20th – Café racer ride. It is still hoped that
the event will take place, but details of the
start/finish and rest halts are yet to be finalised.

This 1978 Honda XL250, has obviously been wellused, but has not been ridden recently. It is one of
better XL models, and dates from the time when
Honda finally figured out how to route the exhaust
pipe. Be prepared to pay “proper” money. These
bikes are highly sought after.
Having had the great pleasure of owning a Triumph
TR5 Trophy Trail, I would have no hesitation in
recommending them. Comfy riding position, easy to
start and much more capable off-road than you
would expect. They are great all-rounders.

Thursday September 24th – Brightwells Timed Online
Auction of Classic Cars & Motorcycles
Not sure how long motorcycles will be included in
these on-line auctions. There was a very small
cataloge in August. If you want to consign a
machine to this sale, entries close on Sep 11th.
Saturday Sep 26th – 10:00 a.m. Sale of Vintage and
Classic Motorcycles, spares, projects, collectables
and petroliana – HJ Pugh, Hazle Meadows Auction
Centre, Ledbury, HR8 2LP
In stark contrast to competitors H&H and Brightwells,
more than 80 machines are already listed in what
promises to be an excellent auction. Unusually in
these difficult times, you will be able to view the
machines in advance (by appointment) and on the
day. You will also be able to attend and bid in
person. I applaud Pugh’s for making this possible
whilst still operating the sale in a safe manner.
As is the norm, there is something for everyone, but
a couple of “Classic” trail bikes stand out for me.

This 1972 model, despte showing its age, has been
well looked after and has all the right bits on it,
including some recent sensible upgrades. As with
the XL Honda, expect to pay “proper” money.

Section member Mike Smith has consigned his rare
early Maico moto-X weapon to the sale. We wish
him the best of luck
You can see the complete catalogue on Pugh’s
website. http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html

Saturday Oct 10th and Sunday Oct 11th - The 40th
Carole Nash International Classic MotorCycle Show,
Stafford County Showground, Weston Rd, ST18 0BD.
Now combined with its “sister”, the “Classic
Motorcycle Mechanics Show”, it is hoped the event
will still run, but given the cancellation of the NEC’s
“Motor Cycle Live” event in November, there must
be some serious doubt. Cancellation would be a
damaging blow to the whole classic movement,
and in particular the trade, which, already starved
of
autojimbles,
needs the face to
face
customer
contact which the
Stafford
shows
uniquely provide.
If it goes ahead, it
will be celebrating
its 40th anniversary.
The show and the
movement have
come a long way
since
the
Whiteheads boldy
organised the first
Manchester event
back in 1980.
If you plan to go
this year, you will need to buy an advance E-ticket
as ticket numbers are limited and will NOT be
available to purchase on the day. . If you wish to
attend both days you must purchase a Saturday
and Sunday ticket. All tickets will remain at the
‘advance’ rate of £13. If you hold a ticket or a stand
booking for the planned Spring Show, I belive they
will be honoured, but we would recommend you
contact the organisers as soon as possible.
https://www.staffordclassicbikeshows.com/april/#7
s8d6f87

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
I was priveleged to spend a fascinating afteroon
with Chris and Patrick Tomkinson, sons of the late
Mike Tompkinson, co-founder of renowned

Herefordshire & Gloucestershire motor-cyle dealers
Mead & Tompkinson. The conversation was wideranging with a focus, as you might expect, on the
long line of endurance racers developed by father
Mike which we will cover in detail future issues.
The most surprising aspect of the afternoon was the
discovery of Patrick’s involvement in the promotion
of the much despised Ariel 3.
BSA under the leadership of Lionel Jofeh, had
attempted to refresh and revitalised their range. In
addition to titivating the long-standing models and
deciding not to replace the ageing Bantam with a
radical new model, they focused on the 2 genuine
new machines under development. The BSA Fury
(see issues 47-2, 47-3 and 47-4) and The Ariel 3 . The
Ariel 3 was launched in June 1970 amidst a 12 month
publicity blitz, the like of which, the industry had
never seen. In
addition to the
usual
posters,
brochures
and
press adverts the
campaign
was
headed up by
WOMEN!! Wild as
this may sound,
real
women
(disguised
as
models)
were
engaged by BSA
to ride the bikes
in promotional
events all over
the UK.
CELEBS AND
PERSONALITIES
Bond girl, actress
and
model
Caron Gardner
fronted (can I
say that?) the
campaign, but
wasn’t part of
the
travelling
circus.
Town

centres, shopping centre car parks, shows, military
tattoos, dealerships, speedway stadiums – no open
space was safe from the Ariel 3 and its cheery
female demonstrators. Celebreties like Radio DJs ,
Pete Murray and David Jacobs, Radio 4
anchorman, Jack Di Manio, Singer Olivia NewtonJohn, motor racing’s Colin Chapmen and Jochen
Rindt along with their Lordships, Strathcarron,
Harlech and Monatgue were amonst the many
called upon to boost sales.
SALES WILL EXCEED 25,000 IN YEAR 1
To the delight of BSA, these events received
widespread coverage in local and national press as
well as national and regional TV. “We think that our
sales in the first full year will exceed 25,000
machines,”gushed an excited Mr Jofeh”

Almost unnoticed, in Early June 1970, shortly after
launch day, two BSA apprentices, Patrick
Tompkinson and Robert Tillotson, shook hands with
the erstwhile Mr Jofeh, mounted their (free) steeds
and set off, complete with camping gear to ride the
1,000 miles to the Montjuich circuit in Barcelona,
where they were to work as pit crew for the Mead
& Tompkinson team in the 24hr race.
WOMEN KNOW YOUR PLACE!
After the races were finished, they made the 1400
mile journey home via Andorra, taking the scenic
detour because they thought it might be fun!

Inexplicably this epic
journey played no part
in the massive publicity
drive for the new
model, there were no
official
photographs
other than a couple
taken at Small Heath at
the start of the trip. One
can only speculate
about the reasons for
the omision. The design
brief for Ariel 3 was
sprinkled with phrases
like
“Aimed
at
females”, “Able to carry the shopping” and “….not
look out of place
next to the cooker
or
the
Washing
machine” – Women
know your place!!
BSA Concept and
Marketing Manager
Bruce Le Marquand
had
always
intended
that
“Trixie” – for that
was its in-house
nickname – should
be
sold
in
supermarkets and
“white-goods”
stores rather than in
conventional bike dealerships. Perhaps two young
male apprentice engineers were considered to be
too far “off-message”, although given that one of
the marketing messages was “Here It is, whatever
it is”, clarity was plainly in short supply. Perhaps our
boys were just not “groovy” enough.
KEEPING THE BRAND ALIVE
Mike Tompkinson had almost single handedly kept
the BSA brand in the racing headlines in the late ‘60s
and early ‘70s. Focussing mainly, but not exclusively
on Long Distance and Endurance racing, the M&T

racing
team
had
conjoured
awesome
performances from production based single
cyclinder B44 and B50 machines, culminating in
Class wins in the Thruxton 500 miler and the
Montjuich 24 hr race then topping it off in 1971with
an outright win at the Liege 24 hour race on the old
“Zolder” circuit, with riders Nigel Rollason and Clive
Brown.
Clearly Mike had some
influence amongst the
movers and shakers at
Small Heath and his
suggestion that a ride to
Barcelona in support of
a BSA race team was
met with enthusiasm.
Despite
remembering
their 2400 mile Ariel 3
ride with great pleasure,
Patrick
Tompkinson
seems unimpressed with
their achievement. It is
possibly the longest
journey ever undertaken on an Ariel 3 and the return

mileage exceeded the lifetime mileage of many of
these quirky machines.
Patrick cannot recall any technical problems on
either bike, nor any of the much publicised starting

problems. Even the top speed of 24 mph didn’t
seem to be a problem. Perhaps being 20 years old,
riding a free bike in the the European sunshine with
your best mate was enough in itself.

What Patrick does remember very clearly was the
enormous interest shown in the Ariels and in
particular by the hordes of moped riding French
youngsters. They were perpetually being asked to
race and it was of little use saying “Non” as they
were pursued anyway.

The bike still exists and is listed on the Ariel 3 register.
Purchased from Stafford Auto-jumble for just £60 it is
being restored by its new owner.
The Montjuich race was a success too with
M&T’s little B44 winning its class and finishing 4 th
overall behind race winners Degans and Goddard
on a 650 Dresda Triumph.

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

In our last issue, we found the first MZ that complied
with our criteria. For this issue we found 2 more. Why
have these rugged little machines suddenly
become affordable?

The sharp eyed will have noticed that one of the
Ariel 3s on the Montjuich trip was the press bike that
appears in almost every press release of the time –
UDE 517H.

Of course, the Mead and Tomkinson endurance
racing story does not begin or end in 1970. We will
take a closer look at the Laverda and Kawasaki
engined specials that brought them so much, welldeserved acclaim in future issues. No M&T story
would be complete without a glance at “Nessie”,
the most famous of them all!

Thanks to Patrick and Chris Tomkinson for sharing
their memories and for allowing us to use these
photographs.

This 1975 TS250, looks like it will give good service.
Described by the vendor as “An honest bike… not a
concourse classic, it's currently in use and runs well.”
Despite being an earlier 4-speed model, at just £821,
it could be ideal for Herefordshire lanes.

This 1985 learner-legal, low-mileage TS125 allegedly
has a 150 top end fitted and a “trick” (shorthand for
noisy?) exhaust. It has an MOT until November and

is said by vendor, “to start easy and run well”. It
obviously floated someone’s boat as it sold for £810.
Both machines were listed on eBay.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

SET TO ENTER THE MOTORCYCLING STORY?
A review of the Enfield Himalayan by Roger
Bibbings
“After having ridden mine for 4,000 miles, I think the
best way to describe the Himalayan is that it is a
modern reincarnation of the traditional 350. It is
certainly no racer but on the whole a good
practical machine. It has a modest power output about 25 bhp (another 10 bhp would be good) but
to offset this to some extent it has lots of useful low
down torque.
YOU HAVE TO BE PATIENT
After careful running in it will cruise all day at 60 - 65
mph. (It tops out at about 80 mph.) It will cruise along
on the Mway comfortably but does not have a lot in
hand to pass other traffic. You just have to be
patient. I have been to Scotland recently (via the
Pennines) and also down to Exmoor camping
(where I forded the River Barle at Tarr Steps - just with water over the wheel centres). I have also
taken it to Brum and to London and it performs OK
in city traffic.
EXCELLENT CONSUMPTION
Petrol consumption is good (100 mpg running it in
and 70 + mpg ridden hard on longer trips.) There is
no intrusive vibration to worry about.
The weight and steering are ideal for smaller roads not as nimble obviously as my little Yamaha Serow
or my MZs but so much easier than my old BMW. The
seat and riding position are OK, and comfortable
enough for 200 mile stretches before getting off. I
can get my feet (31 inch inside leg) flat on the floor
easily enough. Passenger carrying is not good
enough for a large pillionist however - but I took my
74 year old sister on a ride on it the other day. She
said it was comfortable enough but she did not

fancy going all the way to Italy on it (as we did 10
years ago now on the BMW).
Brakes are OK but not massively powerful. (The ABS
has not come on yet!)
PRECARIOUS SIDE STAND
My machine has Enfield's hard luggage which is
useful enough but when fitted, it makes getting on
and off (particularly off) hard. The side stand is a
wee bit (10 mm?) too long. Coming to a halt I find
that I have to balance the machine carefully on the
side stand and standing on the left footrest, 'bunny
hop' off. Not ideal but I have mastered the
technique now.

positive. Now the warranty jobs are behind me I'm
hoping all will be OK.
THE WESTERN ISLES
The next long trip planned on the Himmy is a tour of
the Western Isles, 19th - 26th September. Like every
‘all-round’ model it sits in the middle ground and is
bettered on either side by models designed for
more specific purposes. The OTR price is very
attractive of course. I have a feeling that, like other
well thought out, low price and apparently humble
machines (MZs?), it will surely enter the story of
motorcycling and be enthusiastically ridden and
fondly remembered for many years to come.”

WILL IT? WON’T IT?

Minus points for me include: no QD rear wheel
(which is the case on a lot of modern bikes
unfortunately) and silly things like the electronic
compass (a gimmick in my view) which always
misreads.
DISAPPOINTING QUALITY
The big issue for me was quality. It has had to have
three warranty recalls so far: seized steering head
bearings (replaced with Japanese ones); a
replacement cylinder head (apparently the inlet
valve guide had gone oval - I was unaware of this);
and a seized rear brake calliper (the dealers
replaced all the brakes). I may have been unlucky
and had a 'Friday afternoon' model. The feedback
on the Himalayan Facebook group is generally

The long-running on/off saga of the much-rumoured
Himalayan 650 model appears to be resolved.
Indian sources seem convinced that the first bikes
will be available in India in Q1/21. It should have a
useful 47 BHP on tap, but is likely to be significantly
heavier than the single and more expensive.

WANTED
1929 or 1930 Ariel 500cc OHV engine. Complete
engine preferred, but would be happy with a
complete top end. Any condition considered.
Contact Geoff McGladdery on 07588 559698 or
email geoffmac@globalnet.co.uk
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

